All Rescue and Medical bags are manufactured in wipe clean, infection control, chemical resistant, heavy duty reinforced Vinyl. They are available in a variety of colours: green, red, blue, orange, yellow and black. Cresting and labelling are also available, price on request. All internal pouches are fitted with two zip pulls that can be sealed for make ready, come in a variety of colours for content recognition and have the facility to be labelled.

We manufacture our bags here in the UK using the best quality materials, webbings and zips. We make our bags to withstand heavy usage for 4+ years (based on customer feedback). We offer a two-year warranty (fare wear and tear) and provide a full repair facility on all bags.

All prices within this catalogue are based on a minimum quantity of 20 units. Discounts may be available on larger volumes, price on request.

If you have any queries regarding design modifications, colours, materials, or potential large volume discounts please do not hesitate to get in touch:

Email: rescueandmedical@btconnect.com  Phone: 01495 313721

**Velcro Free, Response Packs**

**Basic Life Support (BLS/2018)**

Velcro free, wipe clean, infection control, heavy duty Vinyl outers. This pack has top and side carry handles and a full foldaway backpack. There is a fixed lower front pocket and a detachable top diagnostic module. Internal oxygen sling is available. All removable internal pouches have two zip pulls to seal for make ready and are colour coded with ID facility.

Available with Velcroed lightweight washable pouches, price on request.

Size: 58(H) x 30(W) x 32(D)  £198
All measurements are in cm

**BLS Oxygen Access (BLS/OA/2018)**

As the above BLS, but with the advantage of a separate oxygen access port and external sharps box pouch. All removable internal pouches have two zip pulls to seal for make ready and are colour coded with ID facility.

Available with Velcroed lightweight washable pouches, price on request.

Size: 58(H) x 30(W) x 32(D)  £212
Rapid Response Oxygen Modular (RROM/2015)

A compact Oxygen Pack, manufactured in I/C, heavy duty, wipe clean Vinyl with a robust bias weave for added strength. This new Velcro free, fully modular pack is part of a Rapid Response two pack system. It is designed for single Paramedics working alone. The pack has a full backpack system, waist belt and lumbar support. The quick close handles allow the pack to be grabbed quickly without closing the zip. There is a dedicated sharps box external pouch on the side, and quick release square link attachments on the front of the pack to take modules. Inside there are dedicated BVM, oxygen mask, and I-Gel pouches that sit either side of the oxygen cylinder. The cylinder sleeve has a dedicated pocket with access from the top external flaps. This allows the cylinder to be removed from the pack whilst it is still closed. The opposite side has two compression mesh flaps, which retain the front pouches or modules. Internal photos show fully pouched, external photo shows how a selection of modules can be attached.

Size: 58(H) x 27(W) x 22(D) £198

Diagnostic Module (RROXY/D/2015)

Fully organised with mesh pouches both sides, centre board with elastic straps one side and a mesh pouch opposite for stethoscope. The outer is the same I/C wipe clean material and has the same square link attachment for RR oxygen pack front. Optional belt loop attachment and leg strap available.

Size: 24(H) x 19(W) x 10(D) £42

First Aid Module (RROXY/FA/2015)

Same attachment options as the Diagnostic pouch. Inside there are three mesh pouches to organise first aid items.

Size: 24(H) x 19(W) x 10(D) £44

Collar Module (RROXY/C/2015)

Full length Collar Module that will attach to the front square links of the Rapid Response Pack and can be pulled tight with compression straps.

Size: 63(H) x 25(W) x 6(D) £46
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eCPR Module (RROXY/eCPR/2015)
There are several electronic patient record modules for various tablets or I-Pad. The one shown is for an I-Pad.
Size: 23(H) x 29(W) x 5(D)  £56

Intubation Module (RROXY/I/2015)
This module can be either attached to the outside of the RR Oxygen Pack or secured on the inside with the mesh compression flaps. Manufactured in the same I/C material as the main bag. Inside the front there are elastics for I-Gels and the centre has eight mesh intubation tube files for tubes in packaging. The rear section has multiple elastics for blades, handles, Magills etc.
Size: 23(H) x 30(W) x 10(D)  £88

IM/IV/IO Modules (RROXY/IM/2015)
This module can also be attached to the front of the RR Oxygen Pack or can sit next to the Intubation Module inside the front of the RR pack. The front inner has elastic loops for Venflons, syringes etc. There are internal centre boards for dressings, flats etc. The rear section is for IO Gun etc.
Size: 23(H) x 28(W) x 10(D)  £92

Rapid Response Advanced Life Support (RR/ALS/2018)
Velcro free and manufactured in I/C Vinyl, the RR/ALS has a full foldaway padded backpack complete with waist strap and lumbar pad, plus top and side carry handles. Fixed outer top pouch with two organised medicines pouches, external sharps box pouch and removeable lower fully organised ALS Pouch. The top has an oxygen access port, for separate cylinder removal without opening main bag. The inner section has fully organised individual colour coded modules that have two zip pulls to seal for make ready and are colour coded with ID facility.
Size: 52(H) x 37(W) x 34(D)  (Includes front pouch)  £368
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Paramedic Response Pack (PRP/2015)

Manufactured in I/C wipe clean Vinyl. It has a full foldaway backpack, dedicated sharps box pouch and a large front pouch for drug pouches and modules. This Velcro free pack has internal mesh compression flaps to secure the large colour coded zipped internal pouches. Organised modules; Cannulation, IM/IV/IO and Intubation are also available and will fit into the PRP. The large pull through handles enable the pack to be moved quickly without completely zipping the pack together.

Size: 42(H) x 37(W) x 20(D)  £169
Size: 42(H) x 37(W) x 31(D)  (With Front Pocket Full)

Paramedic Response Intubation Module (PRP/I/2015)

Designed to sit in the inner front section of the Paramedic Response Pack. Secured with SR buckles, the module can be opened out flat to form a clean work surface. It has mesh files for tubes and fixed mesh pouches for flats, dressings, tape etc. It also has fixed elastics for handles, blades, Magills etc.
Made to same I/C wipe clean specification.

Size: 42(H) x 20(W) x 9(D)  £48

Paramedic Response Cannulation IM/IV/IO Module (PRP/C/2015)

This module sits alongside the intubation module, inside the front section of the Paramedic Response Pack. The inside front section is for Venflons, opposite centre board for syringes etc. and rear for dressings and flats. The rear section of the module is for IO Gun etc.
Made to same I/C wipe clean specification.

Size: 42(H) x 20(W) x 9(D)  £42
New PRO Series (Primary Response Organised)

Top opening packs with the aim to reduce the working footprint. They all have fully padded, foldaway backpacks with waist straps and lumbar support. They all have front pockets for document or I-Pad, which are always upright, and off the working area to reduce contamination. All manufactured in wipe clean, infection control, chemical resistant, heavy duty reinforced Vinyl and are Velcro free. All the fully organised Make Ready Modules can be removed from the top opening and are made of the same heavy duty Vinyl. They have two zip pulls to seal for make ready and are colour coded with ID facility. All PRO Packs have the facility to carry oxygen.

Available in PRO-1, PRO-2, PRO-3 and PRO-4 (see below)

All prices are for bags complete with internal modules. Internal modules also available separately, prices on request.

• PRO-1 Trauma Pack (PRO/T/2018)

This pack has a CD oxygen cylinder retainer in the base and a twin opening top with oxygen mask storage. It has a storm cover and front pocket for equipment or I-Pad.

Internal organised modules:
- First Aid
- Airway
- Adult BVM & Suction
- Paediatric BVM
- Burns
- Haemorrhage

Size: 29(H) x 64(W) x 32(D) (Includes front pocket) £264

• PRO-2 Primary Response (PRO/PR/2018)

This pack has a CD cylinder retainer in the base and a twin opening top with external sharps box pouch and I-Pad pocket.

Internal organised modules:
- Diagnostic
- Airway Management
- Medicines
- Dressings
- Adult BVM & Suction
- Paediatric BVM

Size: 29(H) x 64(W) x 32(D) (Includes front pocket) £274

• PRO-3 ALS (PRO/ALS/2018)

This pack has a twin opening top, external sharps box pouch and a large front pocket for I-Pad & Fluids.

Internal organised modules:
- Large Airway Management with Intubation.
- Cannulation
- Adult BVM & Suction
- Diagnostic
- Dressings/Haemorrhage
- Medicines.

Size: 25(H) x 21(W) x 9(D) (Includes front pocket) £298
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• PRO-4 Primary Oxygen Access (PRO/OA/2018)

This pack has a single top opening zip flap with oxygen mask storage. There is an external sharps box pouch and the front I-Pad pouch has a twin pull zip closure. The oxygen cylinder can be removed without opening the main bag.

Internal organised modules:
• Diagnostic
• Airway Management
• Adult BVM & Suction
• Paediatric BVM & Airway
• Medicines
• Dressings

Size: 29(H) x 64(W) x 32(D) (includes front pocket)  £296

ALS Drug Pack (DRUG/ALS/2018)

Velcro free, twin section box bag. Manufactured in wipe clean, infection control, chemical resistant, heavy duty reinforced Vinyl. All zips on main bag and internal modules have two zip pulls that can be sealed for make ready. The front section is colour coded yellow. This section will accommodate drug modules already in use by Ambulance Services. We can also supply drug modules, price on request.

The second section is colour coded red and has four colour coded fully organised modules that are clearly identified with printed reflective tape

Internal modules:
• Intubation 23(H) 38(W) 5(D)
• Fluids 23(H) 17(D) 8(D)
• EZ-IO 23(H) 19(W) 5(D)
• Cannulation 23(H) 19(W) 6(D)

Size: 26(H) 40(W) 26(D)  (excluding drug module)  £210

Paediatric ALS Critical Care (PAED/ALS/2018)

Rear clear contents sleeve, Velcro free, wipe clean module with top carry handles and fixed shoulder strap. Interior has rear mesh pouches for Defib. pads and fluid bags. On top of this is a fully organised intubation pack. On the opposite side, there is an access pouch, monitoring and assessment pouch and essential airway pouch. All pouches have document sleeve and recognition labels and internal organised fixed mesh pockets. At the side next to the access pouch there is a retaining strap for two infusion bottles.

Size: 32(H) 42(W) 20(D)  £178
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Make Ready Locker Modules

All locker modules are manufactured in heavy duty, wipe clean Vinyl. All are the same width/height and have top carry handles, ID sleeve and labelling. Twin sealable zips.

These Make Ready Velcro free modules can be barcoded.

• Dressing Module (WAST/DR/2017)
  2 large and 3 small removable windowed pouches with contents sleeve. Sealable zips held in place with mesh cover flaps.
  Size: 22(H) 40(W) 14(D) £82

• Burns Module (WAST/BUR/2017)
  One side has interior mesh pouches organised for burns, dressings etc. The other side has pouches for saline bottles, etc.
  Size: 22(H) 40(W) 12(D) £52

• Maternity Module (WAST/MAT/2017)
  Twin offset zip leaving a larger rear compartment for delivery pack. Front has elastic organised area.
  Size: 22(H) 40(W) 14(D) £39

• Paediatric Module (WAST/PALS/2017)
  The deepest of the modules with top and side middle zips and carry handles with fixed shoulder pad. The inside lid has elastic organisation and the rear has 5 separate contents sections with one removable airway management pouch.
  Size: 22(H) 40(W) 22(D) £89
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Motor Cycle Response Unit (MRU/PAN/2018)
A twin pack system, with each pack colour coded and labelled. Oxygen and ALS designed to fit into shaped side panniers. Internal pouches are Velcro free and wipe clean. Additional side pouches are available for extra equipment storage behind leg bars.

Size: 34(H) 44(W) 10(D) (Each)  
Pair £250

Air Ambulance (AA/2016)
Seven bag system for the 169 helicopter. Consisting of primary and secondary large back packs and two back up packs with reduced width. All are labelled, colour coded, wipe clean, with organised pouches and a retaining strap system to secure into aircraft. Also includes a medicine module and two stacking packs, oxygen pack and larger drugs pack, again with retaining system. Medicines module will attach to the front of any of the four back packs.

- Large Back Packs  
  Size: 45(H) 35(W) 28(D)
- Small Back Packs  
  Size: 45(H) 35(W) 20(D)
- Oxy/Drugs Modules  
  Size: 23(H) 58(W) 23(D)
- Medicine Module  
  Size: 23(H) 34(W) 13(D)

Basic complete system £2250

Individual modules available, prices on request.

Cannulation EZ I-O Module (EZIO/CAN/2018)
Heavy duty, stand-alone module. This module has a top carry handle, twin zip opening and a rear document sleeve for contents list. Inside there is a front section for two rows of Venflons and a centre board section for needles and flats. The other side has a second centre board for a selection of syringes and for EZ I-O needle packs. Inner rear has EZ I-O holster and retaining strap with storage for large syringes.

Size: 23(H) 20(W) 9(D)  
£78

EZ I-O Module (EZIO/2018)
This module has a top carry handle and a rear break handle for attaching to Drug Bag or Paramedic Pack. Inside one side there is a see-through pouch for I-O needed packs, and inside the other a padded holster and large syringe elastic. Wipe clean, sealable zips.

Size: 18(H) 18(W) 9(D)  
£32
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EPCR Holster (EPCR/HOL/2018)

Slip holster for electronic patient systems. This can be attached to Strycker or FW patient trolleys sides for storage of tablet or I-Pad systems while patient is being manoeuvred.

Size: 18(H) 31(W) 7(D)                                                    £46

Major Haemorrhage Module (MHAEM/2018)

Wipe clean, Make Ready Module with top carry handle and SR break strap for attaching to any response pack carry handle. Inside are mesh fixed pouches for dressings and tourniquets.

Size: 23(H) 21(W) 12(D)                                                   £44

Drug Modules Make Ready

We are currently building a selection of stand-alone Make Ready Modules that are easy to pack, easy to use and can all be sealed individually. Labels are numbered and barcoded.

Below is a small selection:

• Cardiac Arrest (CARD/MOD/2018)

This module holds 12 prefilled syringes and has a break top handle for attaching to Defib. Monitor.

Size: 20(H) 26(W) 8(D)                                                    £38

• Medicines (MED/MOD/2018)

Organised module for ampules, prefilled syringes, boxed medicines, GTN, EpiPen, etc.

Size: 20(H) 26(W) 8(D)                                                    £48
• Station Medicines (SMED/MOD/2018)
Organised for boxed and bottle type medicines; Paracetamol, glucose gel, Ibuprofen, Glycerine Trinitrate, etc.
Size: 23(H) 21(W) 7(D) £38

• Multi Dose Medicines (MDM/MOD/2018)
Internal open mesh pouches, each with individual sleeve for labelling each medicine. A very flexible pack for a large selection of packaged medicines.
Size: 23(H) 21(W) 9(D) £48

• Ampule Pouch (AMP/2018)
Padded and stiffened for Morphine, Diazemuls, rectal tubes etc.
Size: 10(H) 16(W) 7(D) £19
Backpacks & Response Packs

First Responder (FR/2005)
This pack is manufactured in Infection Control material with a full foldaway backpack. The interior has side and top carry handles and contains an oxygen bag, collar sleeve and detachable colour coded windowed pouches.
Size: 59(H) x 30(W) x 28(D) £190

Oxygen Pack EMS (EMS/OP/2007)
Manufactured in heavy duty wipe clean material. This pack has detachable top and side skid sheets, top and side grab handles with torch attachment and a full foldaway backpack. The front has twin opening pouches with elasticated mesh pouches and a removable CD oxygen insert with safety strap. The inside has a collar and document centre pouch, detachable zip opening colour coded windowed pouches (4 x medium, 1 x large) and 1 x detachable AED pouch. This makes a robust, compact Primary Response Pack.
Size: 58(H) x 28(W) x 33(D) £198

Midwife Pack I/C (MW/2007)
This pack has top and side carry handles, a large front pocket for a delivery kit and detachable windowed pouches. Twin colour coded zip opening. Full foldaway back pack and padded shoulder strap. Manufactured in heavy duty wipe clean material.
Size: 41(H) x 36(W) x 35(D) £169
ECP Suture Pack (ECP/S/2004)

Zip opening grab bag with top carry handles, bottom skid sheet, front document sleeve, and SR buckles for attaching to main bag. Inside there are removable windowed zip pouches of various sizes for organising contents. The centreboard reveals another side with large zip pouches and one large fixed mesh pouch.

Size: 36(H) x 38(W) x 18(D) £178

ECP Diagnostic Pack (ECP/DIAG/2004)

Box bag with top carry handle and twin end pockets. There is a zip opening organised front pocket with removable pouches for diagnostic equipment. Twin opening zips leave the access clear to the partitioned inner for organising paperwork and files, set pocket for pens, pencils, phone and patient monitoring equipment etc. The back has webbing loops for the bag to sit secure on the front or rear seat of the vehicle using the seat belt for retaining the bag. Robust skid sheet to the bottom and removable padded shoulder strap.

Size: 28(H) x 60(W) x 30(D) £165

ECP Drug Pack (ECP/DRUG/2004)

Large drug bag with top carry handle and a front covered document sleeve for drug contents list. Inside, there is a centre board making four sides with detachable windowed pouches, colour coded for cardiac drugs. All drugs can be stored in their boxes.

Size: 36(H) x 38(W) x 18(D) £175

AED Grab Bag (AED/GRAB/2004)

Small compact wipe clean pack with a full width front pocket for the AED. This pack has a heavy duty skid sheet to the bottom, plus full sleeve on a foldaway backpack. There are two label sleeves on the front and a Mag-Lite holder on the top.

Available in many colours, logos and labels if required.

Size: 36(H) x 27(W) x 27(D) £95
Make Ready Vehicle Bags & Modules

I/C Oxygen/Entonox Vehicle Response Bags (OXY/IC/2006 or ENT/IC/2006)
Manufactured in wipe clean material for infection control. Box bag that does not roll over, for CD oxygen and Entonox cylinders and ancillaries. Exterior: twin zip top flap with ID sleeve, removable skid sheet (fuel and chemical resistant), top grab handles and large padded shoulder strap, reflective tape and ID sleeve. Crests and logos to order. Interior: the top flap has zipped mesh pouches for masks and therapy tubes. The sides of the bag have fixed mesh pouches and airway organisers, a wipeable inner surface, and non-slip cylinder pad.

Size: 22(H) x 58(W) x 21(D)  £108

CD Oxygen/Entonox Barrel Bag (OXY/BAR/2004 or ENT/BAR/2004))
Robust, wipe clean barrel bag with bottom skid sheet, top grab handle, removable shoulder strap and label sleeve. Inside 4 x mesh pouches and elasticated for airway management, plus neoprene cylinder pad. Many colours available, logos and labelling if required.

Size: 24(H) x 59(W) x 24(D)  £72

Make Ready Modules (MRM/2006)
Modular systems designed for EMS Response Units including Ambulance, RRU and Paramedic Practitioners etc. Fully organised and colour coded inner pouches that can be sealed and labelled for Make Ready management. Materials used are chosen for easy cleaning for Infection Control System.

Packs shown here are used by the South East Coast Ambulance Service NHS Trust. These modules will attach with SR25 buckles to the Primary Bags making a fully integrated and interchangeable system.

Size: 34(H) x 40(W) x 10(D)  £38

I/C Paediatric Pack (PAED/IC/2006)
Available in I/C wipe clean material for infection control. Exterior: twin zip-opening bag, with reflective tape and ID sleeve. Crests or Logos to order. Detachable bottom skid-sheet and top grab handles. Interior: two removable, windowed, zip opening pouches, a removable equipment board, with pre-spaced elastic straps. This is a fully organised Paediatric vehicle bag.

Size: 26(H) x 34(W) x 17(D)  £98
I/C Vehicle Response Bag (VR/IC/2006)
Manufactured in wipe clean material for infection control. This bag was designed as a primary or secondary response pack. Exterior: twin zip opening bag with top grab handles, removable large padded shoulder strap, chemical resistant skid sheet, reflective tape and ID sleeve. Interior: the inner is divided into three sections, two with colour coded zip opening modules:
1. Airway management - with elasticated centre-board for laryngoscope, blades, tubes etc.
2. Dressings - both airway and dressing modules have removable colour coded, zip opening windowed pouches.
The centre section is divided for casualty diagnostic and monitoring equipment.
Size: 30(H) x 44(W) x 28(D) £162

I/C Collar Bag (COL/IC/2006)
Manufactured in wipe clean material for infection control. Roomy pack to hold collars, top zip and grab handles. Front reflective tape and ID sleeve. Crests and logos to order. Available in a range of colours.
Size: 23(H) x 63(W) x 13(D) £45

Small Drug Bag (DRUG/S/2012)
Manufactured in I/C material, this is a very organised response drug bag. A5 ID sleeve on outside, top grab handles and main bag attachment buckles. Inside one large cardiac pouch for boxed Adrenalin, two separate removable pouches, detachable padded centre board for syringes, prefilled and ampoules. Attachment buckles are for Cannulation Module.
Size: 22(H) x 30(W) x 12(D) £98

Cannulation Module (CAN/2012)
Compact module with a single top grab handle. One side has pouches for fluids & IV sets and the other side two rows for cannulas. There is an elasticated centre board for syringes etc. Manufactured in I/C material and will attach to the Small Drug Bag.
Size: 22(H) x 33(W) x 9(D) £88

Drug Bag Twin Zipped (DRUG/TZ/2012)
Manufactured in I/C Material designed for Make Ready systems. This compact organised Drug Bag has detachable windowed pouches complete with ID sleeves and twin padded centre board for ampoules, pre-fills, etc. ID sleeves either side. Cannulation section has a combination of a pouch for fluids, two cannular rows and an organised centre board for syringes etc. The exterior has sharp box attachment straps, twin grab handles and buckles for Module attachment. Also available with unique numbering, sewn-on for ID traceability.
Size: 22(H) x 30(W) x 23(D) £172
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Primary Bag (SCAS/PRI/2012)
Top carry handle, detachable shoulder strap and twin zip main compartment with removable, colour coded pouches. All pouches have windows and ID sleeves for contents list. Larger twin zipped front pocket for modules with inner document sleeve and bottom skid sheet to reduce ware during locker storage. Space for customers own modules.
Size: 26(H) x 50(W) x 35(D)  £168

Secondary Bag (SCAS/SEC/2012)
As Primary bag, with a different sized selection of colour coded pouches for secondary equipment. The zipped front pocket is for intubation and cannulation modules. Also available with centre board for extra organised pouches. Space for customers own modules.
Size: 26(H) x 50(W) x 35(D)  £168

Paediatric Maternity Bag (SCAS/MAT/2012)
Top carry handle and removable shoulder strap. A selection of large detachable pouches for delivery pack, etc. One side labelled maternity, the other side has smaller sealed pouches for Paediatric use. Bottom skid sheet included to reduce ware during locker storage. Also available with centre board for extra organised pouches.
Size: 26(H) x 50(W) x 20(D)  £148

Intubation Module (SCAS/INT/2012)
A stand-alone pack made in heavy duty Vinyl. Will fit inside Secondary Bag. Fully organised for blades and handles. ET Tubes have organised envelope system. Sealable twin zips.
Size: 24(H) x 26(W) x 9(D)  £92

Cannulation Module (SCAS/CAN/2012)
Heavy duty pack labelled with contents sleeve. Inside, one side is organised for Venflons, the other for flat packs, syringes, tape, etc.
Size: 20(H) x 30(W) x 7(D)  £68
Oxygen Bag (SCAS/OXY/2012)
Compact bag for CD cylinder with fixed cylinder retention and fixed mesh
pouches along the inside for oxygen mask organisation. Twin zip opening,
with top carry handle and metal dog clip, detachable shoulder strap and
bottom skid sheet. Robust construction.
Size: 15(H) x 57(W) x 20(D)£94

Entonox Bag (SCAS/ENT/2012)
Very much the same as the above Oxygen pack, but reduced in width. Ideal
compact locker storage pack, with bottom skid sheet and removable
shoulder strap.
Size: 15(H) x 57(W) x 17(D)£84

Organised internal fixed mesh pouches for first responder equipment,
including BVM, air way management, etc. CD cylinder retention and inner
base, twin zip opening top flap with oxygen mask pouches. Manufactured in
heavy duty, wipe clean Vinyl with top carry handle, shoulder strap and
bottom skid sheet. A very robust, high volume box bag.
Size: 22(H) x 58(W) x 21(D)£110

Critical Care Transfer Bag (CCT/2014)
This wipe clean, zipless pack comes complete with two external detachable
modules. The Critical Care drug bag and the Basic Airway pouch. There is
also a large external document pouch.
The main pack opens completely flat and can be hung vertically. All the
internal, colour coded labelled pouches can be easily identified.
IV Access, Basic Airway, Advanced Airway, Airway Access, Trachy, Chest
Drain, Miscellaneous and Arterial.
Drug Module 22(H) x 30(W) x 12(D)
Airway Module 16(H) x 30(W) x 11(D)
Size: 23(H) x 62(W) x 23(D) (Pack Only) complete £529
Size: 23(H) x 62(W) x 35(D) (Complete with external modules)

PTS First Aid bag (PTS/FA/2015)
I/C Vinyl wipe clean, Velcro free, organised first aid dressings pack for PTS.
It has a top carry handle and shoulder strap.
Size: 27(H) x 56(W) x 18(D)£86

Dressing Storage Pack (DSP/2015)
Manufactured in I/C wipe clean Vinyl, it has a front document sleeve, top
carry handle and shoulder strap. Inside are moveable sections to organise
dressings. The lid has a mesh pouch and elastic organised loops.
Size: 25(H) x 42(W) x 21(D)£148
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Resilience & Military

HART USAR Pack (HART/2010)

Product designed specifically for USAR (Urban Search and Rescue) it has a half Simplex Backpack system that stows to maintain the smooth exterior, allowing for the pack to be dragged through confined spaces. The interior is fully organised with detachable colour coded windowed pouches, oxygen module and collar insert. The Pack is manufactured in a wipe clean material, complete with drain hole at the base.

Size: 72(H) x 31(W) x 23(D)  £396

HEMS Modular Bergen (HEMS/2010)

This Bergen is made with a flat front with SR Buckles for attaching Modules. All the Modules are fully organised. This System splits down and can be stowed in the Helicopter Storage Box in the rear of the aircraft. Side pouches are detachable for storage or independent use.

Size: 63(H) x 60(W) x 23(D)  With pouches  £470
Size: 63(H) x 30(W) x 23(D)  Without pouches

Paramedic Bergen (BERG/2010)

Manufactured in Cordura, a fully organised Medical Bergen with detachable side pouches for personal kit. This Bergen has removable Modules suitable for Foot Patrol Paramedics. As used by London Ambulance Service NHS Trust at Events.

Size: 56(H) x 30(W) x 30(D)  £420
Size: 56(H) x 55(W) x 30(D)  (Including side panels)

CD Chameleon (CD/2004)

Ballistic Cordura Pack complete with foldaway Backpack, side and top grab handles. There is a long front collar pocket and document pocket, the lightweight carry sheet can be carried folded in the front pocket. Inside fully organised removable mesh pouches with light emitting labels, CD oxygen insert or CD Oxygen Sling.

This makes a very useful narrow and compact Response Pack. Also available with colour coded windowed pouches.

Size: 31(W) x 55(H) x 20(D)  £180
CD Chameleon Bergen Back (CD/2012)
A Ballistic Cordura Pack similar to the CD Chameleon, with long front collar pocket and front document pocket. This pack has a full Simplex Bergen back complete with Lumbar pad, waist harness and side compression straps. Available with lightweight mesh pouches or colour coded windowed pouches. It will also carry a CD oxygen sling. A very compact and comfortable backpack.
Size: 55(H) x 31(W) x 24(D) £215

Gold/Silver/Bronze Commanders Bag (COM/2006)
Heavy duty Commanders bag in Vinyl. The front has extended webbing loops for seat belt retention within vehicles. The exterior has removable chemical resistant skid sheet, top grab handles and ID sleeves to the front of the bag. Twin zip opening lid for easy access. The interior is partitioned for documentation, pens, phones, radios etc. The centre section is padded to protect cameras, recording equipment etc. Crests and logos to order.
Size: 28(H) x 52(W) x 22(D) £105

1/4 Portable Organised Medical Systems (POMS/2000)
A small rapidly deployed POMS systems. Single sided organised system with detachable pouches that folds out of a storage bag. It also has a quick snap hook on the top strap and top & side webbings. The transport bag can be used for discarded packaging, sharps boxes etc. The panel can be rapidly folded back into its bag and moved to the next operation. Can be colour coded.
Size: 32(H) x 82(W) x 32(D) (Closed) £395
Size: 180(H) x 82(W) x 32(D) (Panel Open)
Pouch set available
NSN 6545 – 99 – 479 – 5416

Public Order Leg Bag (PO/LEG/2005)
Ballistic Cordura Leg Bag, with square link belt attachment for rapid removal & leg strap. Full zip opening with clam retention straps to stop the pack opening fully. Inside there are two fixed mesh pouches to hold two full “trauma Dressing Packs”, airways, nasal, Ashermans’s etc.
Size: 20(W) x 30(H) x 12(D) £68
P O Chameleon (PO/CHAM/2005)

Ballistic Cordura with foldaway backpack, top grab handles and front pocket to hold two Rescue & Medical lightweight carry sheets. Inside there are four detachable mesh pouches with light emitting labels for night recognition. Each pouch will hold one full Trauma Dressing Pack or Airway management Equipment, fluids etc.

Size: 38(H) x 28(W) x 24(D)  £115

P O Lightweight Carry Sheet (PO/LW/2005)

Heavy duty Carry / Drag Sheet complete with pole apertures and eight grab handles. This rolls up very compactly so that two can be carried in the front pocket of a P O Chameleon. If folded flat it can be carried in the front pocket of a CD Chameleon.

Size: 180(L) x 65(W)  Unrolled  £60
Size: 12(H) x 28(W) x 12(D)  Rolled

P O Dressing Bag (PO/DB/2005)

Tough Cordura carry bag with waterproof skid sheet and a full width top zip opening flap. It will hold 12 pre-filled Trauma Dressing Packs and has vehicle attachment side loops. This is used as a backup bag for the PO Chameleon and the PO Leg Bag.

Size: 43(W) x 28(H) x 22(D)  £78

Large Personal Protective Equipment Bag (LPPE/2018)

Personnel equipment bag with fully foldaway padded backpack. The bag is manufactured in wipe clean heavy duty viny. There is a large top opening zip, a top handle and mesh pouches inside.

Size: 95 litres  £95

Small PPE Bag (SPPE/2018)

Small Equipment Bag, as above, but without the backpack.

Size: 75 litres  £56

Email: rescueandmedical@btconnect.com  Phone: 01495 313721
***Mass Casualty Trauma Pack (MCT/2018)***

Large zip opening holdall both wipe clean and Velcro free. There are eight carry handles and four large internal sections with mesh retainers for dressings packs, tourniquets etc.

Size: 40(H) 80(W) 46(D)  

£220

---

***Fitness Assessment Vest (VEST/2012)***

Robust Cordura Load Bearing Vest with detachable weights that are held in flapped pouches; this allows the weights to be removed for fitting and cleaning. The rear lifting handle and full side adjustment also aids fitting. Ideal for fitness training. Maximum weight 40Kg.

Size: adjustable  

Price on request
**MIBS Stretcher**

**MIBS Stretcher MK2 Rescue Version (MIBS/87302)**

With carry handles at the head and foot, colour coded centre lifting handles with fixed handle pads, and the bi-folding spinal insert which simply buckles into the MIBS MK2 Stretcher. This robust compact stretcher can be carried from either end, making for a fast evacuation through narrow passage ways and gantries. The carry tubes attached to the head and foot ensures hand transfers from one stretcher-bearer to another are both simple and quick, making for easy passage through ship bulkheads and Submarines. There are larger loops in the fold away vertical lifting straps for simple attachment to a top hauling line.

Size: 220(L) x 76(W)  Unrolled
Size: 24(H) x 76(W) x 24(D)  Rolled

Prices for MIBS Stretcher and all components on request

**MIBS Stretcher MK2 - Bariatric (MIBS/87302-B)**

Bariatric version of the MIBS Stretcher MK2 Rescue Version.

Size: 220(L) x 118(W)  Unrolled
Size: 24(H) x 118(W) x 24(D)  Rolled

**Bariatric Extension Strap Kit (MIBS/87304-B)**

A pouch containing four colour coded extension straps for the MIBS Stretcher. When attached these give extra girth to the MIBS Stretcher

Size: 13(H) x 26(W) x 7(D)

**MIBS Carry Bag (MIBS/87306 or MIBS/87306-B)**

Robust carry bag, zip opening with back pack straps. Will hold MIBS Stretcher, skid sheet, harness and carry tubes. Available for standard or Bariatric.

Size: 28(H) x 76(W) x 28(D)  Standard
Size: 28(H) x 118(W) x 28(D)  Bariatric

Email: rescueandmedical@btconnect.com  Phone: 01495 313721
MIBS Skid Sheet (MIBS/98130 or MIBS/98130-B)

Detachable robust skid sheet for MIBS Stretcher protection.

Size: 220(L) x 76(W)  Standard
Size: 220(L) x 118(W)  Bariatric

MIBS Bi-Folding Spinal Insert
(MIBS/98300 or MIBS/98300-B)

Shown folded with carry bag and unfolded, this robust Cordura covered unit can be used as a short board or folded out at full length. It is fully padded and curved to reduce pressure points, has six carry handles and paramedic Velcro strap attachments for securing casualty. There are also attachment loops at the top and bottom for securing onto MIBS Rescue Stretchers. The unit can also be used with standard MIBS Military Stretcher and comes with a Cordura carry case with full fold away backpack, top, bottom and centre carry handles, along with two 50m attaching straps for MIBS.

Size: 182(L) x 40(W)  Unfolded
Size: 114(L) x 40(W)  Folded
Size: 116(L) x 43(W)  Bag

Bariatric: 182(L) x 48(W)
114(L) x 48(W)
114(L) x 50(W)

MIBS Mk2 Insert Head Restraint (MIBS/98254)

Attaches to Mk1 Head Restraint but has fold up reinforced sides to give more support.

MIBS Mk2 Carry Tubes (Pair) (MIBS/98301)

These lightweight, padded end, carry tubes attach to stretcher with karabiners. Simple and very effective carries. Length 48cm.

Harness MIBS Complete (MIBS/87305)

For use only with standard MIBS Mk2. Horizontal lift/lower harness, four point attachment via offset screw gate karabiner, two safety slings and a central lift karabiner. Strop length 65cm.

Replacement slings available.
Bespoke for Customers

Chest Compression Systems LUCAS 2
(LUC/S/2015 or LUC/T/2015)

Fully padded back pack with waist strap, lumbar support and top and side carry handles. There are internal padded and stiffened fold over panels to protect device and an internal accessory pouch. Velcro free with SR buckle retention system and external access port for charging. Also available as a trolley pack.

Size: 58(H) x 32(W) x 22(D)  
Standard £198  
Trolley Pack £248

All types of AED module packs (AED/MOD/2016)

AED Modules made for device specification. All have window to monitor battery condition, charge point ports and device securing and retention system.

Size: Device dependant £84

Make Ready ZOLL X-Series packs (ZOLL/X/2016)

ZOLL X-Series infection control pack has two outer fitted twin zipped pouches and top carry shoulder strap. The front patient lead pouch is both moveable from front to top and removable, so patient attachment leads and tubing can be cleaned and made ready. Lead access is both top and bottom.

Size: 23(H) x 42(W) x 28(D) £169

Make Ready ZOLL E-Series Packs (ZOLL/E/2016)

Vinyl wipe clean pack for ZOLL E-Series with two large outer end pockets, twin zipped. Deep front pocket and shoulder strap with metal dog-clip attachment.

Size: 32(H) x 42(W) x 21(D) £160